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Stratton gives tleo similarity invariants obtained from the lVIaxzvell's 

equations for homogeneous isotropic conductors. [1] These are 
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(Originally he marks them Cl and C~.) Here 10 is a characteristic length and 
to a characteristic time interval, e.g. the period. 

It is easy to recognize, however, that the equations 
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require three invariants to assure the similitude of the electrodynamic phenom
ena. The "similitude" means that the dimensionsless governing equations 
have the same form for either case. 

It is kno'wn [2] that the minimum number of similarity invariants is 
the difference between the number of the physical quantities necessary to 
describe the investigated phenomenon and the number of the independent 
basic units. 

There are 7 physical variables in the above mentioned equations i.e. 
E, H, E, ,H, a, 1, and t. The number of basic units is 4. In the LTUI system this 
fact is self-evident. The required minimum number of invariants is therefore 
7 - 4 = 3. 

To discover the error let us follo'w Stratton's line. At first he writes the 
above two equations in a dimensionless form, presupposing the geometrical 
similitude. i.e. the geometrical transformation of the governing equations 
should be homogeneous isotropic similarity transformation and the invariance 
of the direction of the vectors E and H. He obtains three similarity parameters* 
as a result: 
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* (In the original work n~ = aKm; nf' fJKe; n: = /,s). 
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The result is correct. These quantities can be similarity invariants as 
they are dimensionless. They form a complete set of invariants because the 
equations describing two different phenomena remain unchanged if these 
three quantities do not change in either case. This statement is found in 
Stratton's work. 

But the next step is incorrect. I quote it: "Upon eliminating the common 
ratio EH, ... the condition of similitude requires tzeo characteristic param
eters Cl and Cz be invariant to a change of scale." Cl = III and Cz = Il2 
are really similarity invariants because they are obtained as power-products 
of similarity parameters: 

But in the quoted text implicitly we find that E,H is invariant too. And this 
statement is incorrect. One cannot obtain this ratio as a power-product of 
the original invariants. This ratio is not dimensionless in the LTUI system. 
Therefore it cannot be an invariant - even if it remains unchanged. We need 
the required third invariant to obtain a complete set of them which contains 
the E;H ratio too. The invariance of III and Ilz is necessary but not sufficient 
to assure the similitude. 

Let us consider Stratton's example. "Suppose that the characteristic 
length 10 is halved. Cl and C2 remain unchanged if the permeability ,u at 
every point of the field is quadrupled." In this case El H does not remain un
changed if similitude is required. It is evident from anyone of Ili, Il; and Il; 
that the ratio E!H must be doubled. This condition of the similitude cannot be 
obtained from III and Ilz. The choice Il3 Il; is suitable, because it directly 
shows the dimension of the wave impedance. 

The general transport theory is the subject which deals in detail with 
the similarity invariants obtainable from the similarity transformation of 
the governing equations. From its aspect the two jlaxlfell equations are equiv
alent with the Poynting equation 'which describes the transport of the electro
magnetic energy: 
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r(E >< H) = OB2. 

It is easy to realize that this equation offers three invariants. If one con
siders the transport equations of the charge and that of the electromagnetic 
moment the number of the invariants grows. This happens in that case, too, 
'where the medium is anisotropic andor the geometrical transform is affin. 
It is impossible to assure the electromagnetic similitude with the invariance 
of only (H'O quantities. 



SIJIILARITY LVVARIANTS OF CLASSICAL ELECTRODYSAJIICS 

Summary 

The paper shows that the minimum required number of the electrodynamic similarity 
invariants is three, in contradiction to Stratton's statement. 
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